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About Us

The Building and Construction Trades Council of the
Metropolitan District (MetroBTC) represents 35,000
working families in the Metropolitan Boston region.
The building trades unions advance social and economic
justice by providing family-supporting wages, healthcare
benefits, and dignified retirement benefits to workers and
their families in the construction industry.
The Building and Construction Trades Council, an umbrella
group of 20 local construction unions, in partnership with
more than 3,300 union contractors, provides the highest
standards for workers in the construction industry. It is
through collective bargaining and the Labor-Management
partnership that workers achieve the highest levels
of training, safety, and economic security throughout
their careers.
The Council strives to create a more fair and just
environment for all workers in the construction industry.
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Healthy
partnerships
with our region’s
hospitals
Health care is a defining industry of Massachusetts.
The industry represents a fifth of the state’s economy.
Our hospital and medical facilities are known worldwide
as centers of first-rate care, innovation, and groundbreaking research.
Our hospitals are a powerful economic engine for our
region, and the Building Trades of the Metropolitan
District are proud to have such world-class institutions
as partners.
While Massachusetts has a venerable history of medical
breakthroughs, we are most excited about a future made
possible by state-of-the-art facilities in and around
Boston. The union building trades are thrilled to work
with these hospitals on new facilities and on renovations
that will provide patients with more comfortable stays.
The work that these hospitals undertake every day can
truly be a matter of life-or-death. The Building Trades
are proud to do our part in that effort.
Our highly skilled workforce is the best-trained in the
industry, and together we are proud that for decades we
have been completing countless hospital projects on
time and on budget.
At the same time, world-class care is only as good as the
number of people who have access to it.
That’s why we are proud to be a leading source of access
to quality health care benefits for tens of thousands of
families, while simultaneously advocating in solidarity
with workers who are organizing to acheive similar
benefits and standards.

Boston Medical Center
Roxbury / South End
Seeing more than 1 million patient visits a year in more than
70 medical specialties and subspecialties, Boston Medical
Center physicians are leaders in their fields.
BMC recently redesigned its campus to:
•

Better meet clinical needs and deliver the highest
quality care

•

Make needed repairs to facilities

•

Improve financial stability

The clinical campus redesign consolidated clinical
operations and closed the Newton Pavilion building.
It allowed BMC to make significantly needed
repairs to buildings and major improvements to key
facilities like the Emergency Department, Pediatrics,
OB/GYN and operating rooms.
Adapted from bmc.org

Boston Childrens
Hospital
Longwood Medical Area
Boston Children’s Hospital Medical Center Longwood
Campus is undergoing a renewal. The project will
include
•

A rooftop garden on the main building

•

A pedestrian bridge to connect the existing
parking garage to the main building, including
updates to the parking structure

•

Patient rooms will become single rooms to offer
increased privacy and enhanced clinical support

•

Enhanced inpatient, ambulatory and support
services

•

Efficiencies through grouping similar services
together

The project will be completed in phases with the first
phase expected to last until the 2nd quarter of 2021.
Once the new Hale Clinical Building is completed
the 2nd phase of this project will begin with expected
completion in 2024.
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Brigham and
Women’s Hospital
Longwood Medical Area

Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH)
is a 793-bed teaching affiliate of Harvard
Medical School located in the heart of Boston’s
renowned Longwood Medical Area. Along with
its inpatient facilities, BWH offers extensive
outpatient services and clinics, neighborhood
primary care health centers, and research
laboratories.
The hospital’s Lower Level Operating
Rooms require ongoing modernization and
expansion. There also remains a shortage of
space for ambulatory care and clinical support
throughout the campus. Future capital projects
on the BWH campus will address these facility
needs. Planning is underway to identify the
scope of construction projects.
Adapted from the Brigham and Women’s Hospital 2017
Institutional Master Plan for Renewal

Massachusetts
General Hospital

MGH Announces $1 Billion Expansion

West End / Beacon Hill

MGH announced plans to build a 12-story
building for 450 single-bed rooms housed in
a pair of connected towers. The new building
will be a much-needed, vital structure that
will enable the MGH to deliver 21st-century
care in a 21st-century environment.

Massachusetts
General
Hospital
has
announced it will spend more than $1 billion
to expand its Boston campus to accommodate
growing capacity needs.

The new additions will be located entirely
within MGH’s current campus, with a
facade along Cambridge Street, extending
from North Grove Street (the main hospital
entrance) to Blossom Street and going back
to Parkman Street.
Single-bed rooms are the national standard
of care for new hospital construction as they
offer privacy, space for families, and a quiet
environment for patients to recover.
MGH, which is owned by Partners Healthcare,
and intends to start construction in 2020 and
completed by 2026.
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St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center
Brighton
St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center (SEMC) has approximately
2,100 employees, and 635 physicians; and provides
services within its 267-bed facility. Since 2013, extensive
investments have included:
• 2013: Opened new $25 million, 28-bed
Intensive Care Unit
• 2013: Invested $1 million to renovate to Patient
Rooms
• 2015: Invested $10 million in two new Cardiac
Operating Rooms and new Ambulatory Surgery
PreOp and Recovery Unit; also opened a new
14-bay Post Anesthesia Recovery Unit
• 2015: Opened $1 million Newly Renovated
Electrophysiology Laboratory
SEMC continues to implement a wide range of interior
modifications to its existing facilities to better serve
patients.
Adapted from the St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center
2017 Institutional Master Plan Notification Form

Beth Israel Lahey
Health
From Boston to Burlington, union bulding trades workers have
completed many projects over several decades at the hospital campuses
that have recently joined together in the Beth Israel Lahey Health
system. We look forward to continuing that work within the new
system, including at their flagship hospital, Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center (BIDMC), which is located in the cluster of medical,
academic, and research institutions which comprise the Longwood
Medical and Academic Areas of Boston. This 631-bed hospital is one
of the largest hospitals in New England and receives more than $200
million in research funding annually.
Currently only 37 percent of BIDMC’s medical/surgical beds
are in single-bedded rooms. To address these needs and
improve BIDMC’s ability to fulfill its mission to provide the
highest quality affordable patient care, BIDMC is proposing
a new inpatient building on its West Campus, which will
include approximately 325,000 square feet of hospital
uses, 158 inpatient beds, operating and procedure rooms,
clinical service and support spaces, medical education
and conference space, and a rooftop helipad.
Adapted from the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
2018 Institutional Master Plan for Renewal
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A healthy life begins
with a healthy home
Walsh Administration’s momentum on affordable
housing bolstered by hospital efforts
In recent years, the City of Boston has surpassed
30,000 housing units permitted under the
Walsh Administration’s housing plan, including
more than 6,000 income-restricted affordable
housing units, or 20 percent of the total new
housing.
It’s tremendous progress toward an important
goal -- achieving long-term housing stability
for every family across the City. Now, several
Boston-based hospitals are following the City’s
lead and stepping up to do their part, as well.
Boston Medical Center, for example, has
designated $6.5 million for housing in some
of Boston’s poorest areas. The allocation
represents an important acknowledgement of
the role that stable housing plays as a “social
determinant of health.”
Children’s Hospital and Brigham and Women’s
have also committed millions that will help
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to increase housing, combat evictions, and
ultimately lead to better health outcomes
in the years ahead for hundreds, if not
thousands, of area families.
A healthy life begins with a healthy home -and people with housing instability are more
likely to face health issues and increased
obstacles to affordable, quality health care
options. In short, health care is just one part
of a systemic cycle of inequity that means
those who can least afford it are at greatest
risk.
An investment in housing is an investment
in the emotional and physical well-being of
families. By applying a comprehensive model
to health care that factors in broader systemic
inequity, the grants from these hospitals will
have a considerable and positive ripple effect
in all of our communities.

MAYOR SIGNS HOME RULE PETITION TO
STRENGTHEN AFFORDABLE HOUSING
"An Act to Further Leverage Commercial Development to Build
Housing, Create Jobs, and Preserve Inclusionary Development."
Mayor Martin J. Walsh has joined members of the
Boston City Council, community residents and
advocates as he signed “An Act to Further Leverage
Commercial Development to Build Housing, Create
Jobs, and Preserve Inclusionary Development.” This
Home Rule Petition enables the City of Boston to
have more flexibility to fund affordable housing and
workforce training through Boston’s Linkage program,
and will codify the Inclusionary Development Policy
(IDP) into Boston’s Zoning Code to protect the City’s
ability to create and fund income-restricted housing.
“We must use every tool we have to leverage Boston’s
growth to invest in affordable housing and workforce
training for our residents,” said Mayor Walsh. “I am
proud to sign this legislation that addresses one of
our most pressing issues in Boston: building more
opportunities for all. I thank the City Council and many
advocates for helping us take this critical step forward,
and look forward to working with the Legislature to
quickly move this bill into law.”
Boston’s Linkage program provides funding for
affordable housing and workforce training through
payments by large-scale commercial real estate
development. The money collected is made available
through competitive funding rounds administered

by the Neighborhood Housing Trust and the City of
Boston’s Office of Workforce Development.
Since 2014, the City has invested $43 million in housing
funding from Linkage that it has leveraged for a total
of $723 million in additional public funds across 66
developments. Those projects have created 1,546 new
affordable units and preserved 749 existing affordable
units.
“Housing our communities and preparing residents
for economic prosperity are critical priorities for the
City of Boston,” said City Councilor Lydia Edwards.
“This legislation will ensure Boston secures lasting
affordability for those who live here today as we plan for
growth and development in Boston neighborhoods.”
The bill will now be considered by the State Legislature.
The Mayor’s commitment to increasing affordable
housing in the City is reflected in Housing a Changing
City: Boston 2030, Boston’s latest quarterly housing
report, and the City’s overall housing goal of 69,000
new units by 2030. These 69,000 new units include
15,820 new income-restricted units, which would
elevate Boston’s income-restricted inventory total to
70,000, or 1 in 5 of all housing units.
[Excerpts courtesy of City of Boston]
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Jacklynn Robbins,
Insulators Local 6

Jackie Robbins is going into her second year as a member of Insulators
Local 6. Her husband, Keith, had been an insulator for 17 years.
After a flare of complications with his Type 1 Diabetes, Keith had to stop
working, and the bills began to pile up. Jackie was working part-time in
a medical office, so she worked more hours. She got a full-time job and
switched employers to find a place that would pay more. But despite her
best efforts, they were falling behind.
They were close to losing their home when Jackie heard an advertisement
on television about women in the trades. She saw that unions were
making an effort to include and hire women.
“I saw a program on trying to get women into the union and I thought, ‘I
can do that!’” She recently told MetroBTC News. When she reached out
to Local 6, they were thrilled to welcome her. After finishing her first year
as an apprentice this past June, Jackie is now starting her second year as
an Insulator. The job saved their home and gave them financial stability. But more importantly, it gave the Robbins peace
of mind.
“When Keith was struggling with his health, not having to worry about paying the bills was a big deal,” she said. Keith is
able to get their two kids, ages 13 and 11, on the school bus each morning, and Jackie is able to support their family on her
second-year salary.
One of the best parts of the job, Jackie says, is the self confidence boost that her work provides. “Sometimes I wonder if I
can do something, but then I try it, and I can. I can climb the ladders with my tools, I can lift whatever needs to be lifted. I
wish other women knew that they can do this work, too.”
Some of Jackie’s friends were concerned about how she would be treated at work and on job sites, breaking into a maledominated field, but her experience so far has been overwhelmingly positive. “Local 6 always lets us know they’re there for
us if there are any issues in the field. All it takes is one phone call. There is always support.”
Keith’s health is improving and he may be able to return to work soon. In the meantime, Jackie is enjoying being an
Insulator, contributing to the well-being of her family, and telling other women how Local 6 can change their lives for the better.
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Solidarity Corner

Vineyard Bus Drivers Prevail in Strike
This summer, Vineyard Transit Authority (VTA) bus
drivers went on strike for a contract that would provide
a living wage and affordable healthcare. The VTA drivers
had gone five years without a raise. While claiming there
was no money to increase the wages of workers, VTA
Administrator Angela Grant had increased her own
salary by $35,000. The drivers’ healthcare plan was also
$130 each week – more than 70 percent of their takehome pay – forcing employees onto MassHealth or to go
without any healthcare.
To make matters worse, while the bus drivers were on
strike, the contractor, Transit Connection Inc., had
scrambled to enlist out-of-state workers to drive buses,
paying them significantly higher rates than the VTA
employees and even picking up the tab for their housing.
In July, the striking bus drivers for the Vineyard Transit
Authority took their fight for a fair contract off of the
Island and to state leaders at Beacon Hill – and the
Building Trades Unions stood by their side every step
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of the way. The drivers held a strike rally to demand
a fair contract from the VTA and Administrator
Angela Grant, publicizing concerns about bus safety,
driver shortage, wage stagnation, and unaffordable
benefits.
In a strong show of force, more than 100 workers,
representing unions from all over the Northeast,
showed up to stand with them. Not only did the
Building Trades Unions show up to the rally, but they
also donated to the bus drivers’ strike fund, which
gave workers leverage in negotiations. Within just
48 hours of the rally, the bus drivers had a contract
and a raise for the first time in five years. Bus drivers
from the Vineyard were overwhelmed to see the
outpouring of support they received.
The Building Trades Unions are proud to stand with
workers across all industries in the face of injustice.
That’s what solidarity is all about.
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Building Pathways
Awards Benefit
We are proud of our partnership with Building Pathways, which hosted its Second Annual “Making a Difference”
Awards Benefit in october, where organizations and individuals were recognized for their commitment to creating a
more diverse workforce.

Second Annual

Awards Bene

The “Making a Difference” Awards Benefit honorees were:
• Trinh Nguyen, the Director of the City of Boston Office of Workforce Development.
• Pipefitters Local 537
• EM Duggan and JC Cannistraro
• MP Boston
• Susan Moir, Research Director, Policy Group on Tradeswomen’s IssuesThursday,

sepTember 19, 20
5:30-7:30 pm

We are inspired by all of the work that was celebrated at the event. Together, we are building a stronger, more
equit-able social and economic justice movement that uplifts all Omni
working families.
Parker HOuse, 60 scHOOl

street

Thank you to all who attended.

rsVP by september 3, 2019
contact us at 617-238-5292 or info@buildingpathwa
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Join us at 2201
Washington St in Roxbury
from 5-6:30 pm to learn
about opportunities
for women in the union
building trades
2019 Boston Dates

November 5
December 3

MetroBTC
Building & Construction Trades Council of the Metropolitan District

12A Everdean Street, Suite 2
Dorchester, MA 02122-3520

617 media
group
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